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(54) SLIDING SURFACE CLEANER SYSTEMS

(57) A cargo management system is provided comprising a cargo shuttle having a slide bushing 510 opposite a top
surface 214, 216, a drive pulley 710; and a sweeping belt 740 coupled to the drive pulley. Also disclosed is a slide
bushing supported cargo shuttle comprising a housing 210, a bushing slide plate 410 extendable from the housing, a
top surface; a drive pulley; and a sweeping belt coupled to the drive pulley. An interior surface of the sweeping belt is
configured to interface with an outer diameter surface of the drive pulley and an outer surface of the sweeping belt
comprises raised surfaces.
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Description

Field

[0001] The present disclosure relates generally to
cleaning systems, and more specifically, to cleaning sys-
tems employing a sweeping motion.

Background

[0002] Conventional aircraft cargo systems typically in-
clude various tracks and rollers that span the length of
an aircraft. Power drive units ("PDUs") convey cargo for-
ward and aft along the aircraft on conveyance rollers
which are attached to the aircraft floor structure. Cargo
may be loaded from an aft position on an aircraft and
conducted by the cargo system to a forward position
and/or, depending upon aircraft configuration, cargo may
be loaded from a forward position on an aircraft and con-
ducted by the cargo system to an aft position. Conven-
tional systems are typically designed to accommodate a
particular pallet size. Conventional systems are typically
comprised of numerous components that may be time
consuming to install, replace and maintain.

Summary

[0003] The features and elements described herein
may be combined in various combinations without exclu-
sivity, unless expressly indicated otherwise. These fea-
tures and elements as well as the operation thereof will
become more apparent in light of the following descrip-
tion and the accompanying drawings. It should be under-
stood, however, the following description and drawings
are intended to be exemplary in nature and non-limiting.
[0004] A cargo management system is provided com-
prising a cargo shuttle having a slide bushing opposite a
top surface, a drive pulley; and a sweeping belt coupled
to the drive pulley. Also disclosed is a slide bushing sup-
ported cargo shuttle comprising a housing, a bushing
slide plate extendable from the housing, a top surface; a
drive pulley; and a sweeping belt coupled to the drive
pulley. An interior surface of the sweeping belt is config-
ured to interface with an outer diameter surface of the
drive pulley and an outer surface of the sweeping belt
comprises raised surfaces.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0005] The subject matter of the present disclosure is
particularly pointed out and distinctly claimed in the con-
cluding portion of the specification. A more complete un-
derstanding of the present disclosure, however, may best
be obtained by referring to the detailed description and
claims when considered in connection with the drawing
figures.

FIG. 1 illustrates a portion of a cargo management

system, in accordance with various embodiments;
FIG. 2 illustrates a portion of a cargo management
system, in accordance with various embodiments;
FIG. 3 illustrates a portion of a cargo management
system, in accordance with various embodiments;
FIG. 4 illustrates the underside of a shuttle guide
assembly, in accordance with various embodiments;
FIG. 5 illustrates a partial side cut-away view of shut-
tle guide assembly, in accordance with various em-
bodiments;
FIG. 6 illustrates a portion of a partial side cut-away
view of shuttle guide assembly, in accordance with
various embodiments;
FIG. 7 illustrates a bushing cleaner system, in ac-
cordance with various embodiments;
FIG. 8 illustrates a close-up view of the bushing
cleaner of FIG. 7, in accordance with various em-
bodiments;
FIG. 9A illustrates a close-up view of a drive pulley
and sweeping belt of the bushing cleaner of FIGs. 7
and 8, in accordance with various embodiments;
FIG. 9B illustrates a close-up view of a drive pulley
and sweeping belt having a sawtooth configuration,
in accordance with various embodiments; and
FIG. 10 illustrates the underside of a shuttle guide
assembly, in accordance with various embodiments.

Detailed Description

[0006] The detailed description of various embodi-
ments herein makes reference to the accompanying
drawings, which show various embodiments by way of
illustration. While these various embodiments are de-
scribed in sufficient detail to enable those skilled in the
art to practice the disclosure, it should be understood that
other embodiments may be realized and that logical,
chemical, and mechanical changes may be made without
departing from the scope of the disclosure. Thus, the
detailed description herein is presented for purposes of
illustration only and not of limitation. For example, the
steps recited in any of the method or process descriptions
may be executed in any order and are not necessarily
limited to the order presented. Furthermore, any refer-
ence to singular includes plural embodiments, and any
reference to more than one component or step may in-
clude a singular embodiment or step. Also, any reference
to attached, fixed, connected, or the like may include per-
manent, removable, temporary, partial, full, and/or any
other possible attachment option.
[0007] As used herein, "aft" refers to the direction as-
sociated with the tail of an aircraft, or generally, to the
direction of exhaust of the gas turbine. As used herein,
"forward" refers to the direction associated with the nose
of an aircraft, or generally, to the direction of flight or
motion.
[0008] Aircraft cargo management systems as dis-
closed herein allow cargo to be loaded into an aircraft
and positioned within the aircraft in a simple, elegant
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manner. In that regard, aircraft cargo management sys-
tems as disclosed herein may reduce part count and as-
sociated replacement/wear costs over time.
[0009] With reference to FIGs. 1 and 2 aircraft cargo
management system 100 is illustrated using an x, y, and
z axes for ease of illustration. Cargo shuttle 114 and 116
are shown forward of an aft portion of an aircraft. Cargo
shuttle 114 and 116 may be a slide bushing supported
cargo shuttle. Cargo shuttle 114 is coupled to aft drive
shuttle belt 106 and cargo shuttle 116 is coupled to aft
drive shuttle belt 108. Aft drive shuttle belt 106 is coupled
to aft shuttle drive unit 102. Aft drive shuttle belt 108 is
coupled to aft shuttle drive unit 104. Floor panel 112 is
shown beneath cargo shuttle 114. Floor panel 150 is
shown beneath cargo shuttle 116. As used with respect
to cargo shuttle 114 and 116, the term "beneath" may
refer to the negative z direction. Support rails 222 and
224 are shown laterally adjacent to floor panels 112 and
150. Support rails 222 and 224 may be mounted to an-
other aircraft component, such as an airframe, and may
be capable of supporting the weight of cargo 201. Cargo
shuttle may comprise a housing 210. Cargo shuttle 114
and 116 may comprise a top surface 214 and 216 re-
spectively.
[0010] According to various embodiments, top surface
214 and 216 may comprise conveyance rollers such as
a power drive unit 308 and roller 306 (with brief reference
to FIG. 5) mounted to it to allow cargo to be pulled onto
and off of the cargo shuttle. Top surface 214 and 216
may be friction resistant, such as via surface features
and/or applied coating. Floor panel 112 may comprise at
least one of a composite material or a metallic material.
[0011] Cargo shuttle 114 is coupled to forward drive
shuttle belt 208 and cargo shuttle 116 is coupled to for-
ward drive shuttle belt 218. Forward drive shuttle belt 208
is coupled to forward shuttle drive unit 204. Forward drive
shuttle belt 218 is coupled to forward shuttle drive unit
220. Cargo 202 is shown as resting on support rails 222
and cargo 201 is shown as resting on support rails 224.
Cargo shuttle 116 may be used to lift cargo 201 off sup-
port rails 224 and move cargo 201 forward or aft.
[0012] Forward drive shuttle belt 208, forward drive
shuttle belt 218, aft drive shuttle belt 106, and aft drive
shuttle belt 108 (collectively, a "shuttle belt") may com-
prise any suitable belt capable of pulling a cargo shuttle.
For example, a shuttle belt may comprise a flat belt. In
that regard, a flat shuttle belt may not occupy excess
space along the z direction. For example, a shuttle belt
may comprise a polyurethane coated belt that includes
a communications and power bus. In that regard, the
structural support and power/data functions are provided
by a single shuttle belt structure. For example, in various
embodiments, a shuttle belt may comprise steel wires
oriented in parallel and coated with polyurethane to hold
the steel wires together, provide anti-friction properties,
and noise dampening properties. Among the steel wires
may be copper wires or other wires that are capable of
carrying an electrical current at any suitable voltage. In

that regard, the shuttle belt may comprise one or more
copper wires to carry high voltage power and/or low volt-
age electrical signals that may convey data.
[0013] The shuttle belts may be wound around a por-
tion of forward shuttle drive unit 204, forward shuttle drive
unit 220, aft shuttle drive unit 102 and aft shuttle drive
unit 104 (collectively, "shuttle drive unit"). In that regard,
a shuttle drive unit may comprise a cylindrical structure
(e.g., a bobbin) to which a shuttle belt is affixed. The
shuttle drive unit comprises a motive device, such as an
electric motor, to rotate the bobbin in a desired direction.
The shuttle drive unit may be geared in such a manner
so that free rotation of the bobbin is allowed and/or such
that low resistance to free motion is produced. This re-
sistive force may be supplied by a brake and/or be sup-
plied by the motor providing a negative torque to the gear
system, thereby regenerating power, which may be add-
ed back to the aircraft power bus. Thus, as forward shuttle
drive unit 204 may be rotating its bobbin to pull forward
drive shuttle belt 208 forward, aft shuttle drive unit 102
may allow its bobbin to freely rotate in response to the
force exerted by forward drive shuttle belt 208 through
cargo shuttle 114. In like manner, as aft shuttle drive unit
102 may be rotating its bobbin to pull aft drive shuttle belt
106 aft, forward shuttle drive unit 204 may allow its bobbin
to freely rotate in response to the force exerted by aft
drive shuttle belt 106 through cargo shuttle 114.
[0014] Accordingly, as forward shuttle drive unit 220
may be rotating its bobbin to pull forward drive shuttle
belt 218 forward, aft shuttle drive unit 102 may allow its
bobbin to freely rotate in response to the force exerted
by aft drive shuttle belt 108 through cargo shuttle 116. In
like manner, as aft shuttle drive unit 104 may be rotating
its bobbin to pull aft drive shuttle belt 108 aft, forward
shuttle drive unit 220 may allow its bobbin to freely rotate
in response to the force exerted by aft drive shuttle belt
108 through cargo shuttle 116.
[0015] With reference to FIGs. 3 and 4, cargo shuttle
114 is shown. It should be understood that cargo shuttle
116 is similarly structured and thus the features dis-
cussed herein relative to cargo shuttle 114 are also ap-
plicable to cargo shuttle 116. Power drive unit 308 and
roller 306 (as shown in FIG. 5) are shown in cargo shuttle
114. The top surface 214 (as shown in FIG. 2) of cargo
shuttle 114 is not depicted in FIG. 3, to better illustrate
certain aspects of the design. For instance, cargo shuttle
114 may comprise a controller 315 for directing operation
of one or more hydraulic lift systems 301. It should be
appreciated that though a hydraulic lift system 301 is dis-
closed herein for moving bushing slide plate 410 (with
brief reference to FIG. 4), any mechanism for moving
bushing slide plate 410 may be used, such as pneumatic,
and/or electronic actuator may be utilized. The hydraulic
lift system 301 may comprise a hydraulic lift actuator 350.
The hydraulic lift system 301 may comprise a hydraulic
pipe 355 configured to supply a fluid, such as oil, to the
hydraulic lift actuator 350. The hydraulic lift system 301
may comprise a fluid reserve 330, such as an oil reserve,
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for storing fluid to be delivered via the hydraulic pipe 355.
The hydraulic lift system 301 may comprise a fluid pump
for moving fluid within the hydraulic pipe 355. The hy-
draulic lift actuator 350 may be coupled to a bushing slide
plate 410 (with reference to FIG. 4). According to various
embodiments, hydraulic lift actuator 350 may comprise
a hydraulic piston that extends in response to hydraulic
fluid pumping through the hydraulic pipe 355. The hy-
draulic fluid pushes the hydraulic piston down (i.e., in the
negative Z direction). Stated another way, the hydraulic
actuator 350 may be configured to extend the bushing
slide plate 410 from the cargo shuttle 114 in a first direc-
tion normal to a face of a top surface 214 of the cargo
shuttle 114. Power drive unit 308 may drive cargo such
as cargo 202, onto and off cargo shuttle 114. Roller 306
may facilitate movement of cargo 202 with respect to
cargo shuttle 114.
[0016] According to various embodiments, FIG. 4 de-
picts the underside of cargo shuttle 114. The bushing
slide plate 410 are configured to move in the (negative
Z) direction with respect to the cargo shuttle 114. Bushing
slide plate 410 may be made from any desired material,
for instance, a steel or a hard anodized aluminum mate-
rial. As depicted, one or more hydraulic lift actuators 350
may be coupled to a bushing slide plate 410. Each hy-
draulic lift actuator 350 may be configured for independ-
ent operation. According to various embodiments and
with brief reference to FIGs. 5 and 6, a bushing 510, such
as a fiber reinforced, self-lubricating polymer bushing,
may be used to support the cargo shuttle 114 which sup-
ports cargo 202 (e.g., cargo containers) during transport
within the aircraft. FIGs. 5 and 6 depict cut-away views
of a portion of cargo shuttle 114. Bushings 510 may be
plastic-based bushings. For example, bushings 510 may
be fiber reinforced polymer self-lubricating bushings,
such as an internally lubricated, acetal-based material
such as that sold under the trademark Turcite® T47 which
is available from Trellebord Sealing Solutions, Fort
Wayne, Indiana. When cargo shuttle 114 is providing lift
to cargo 202 such that cargo 202 is lifted from support
rails 222, or when no cargo 202 is positioned on cargo
shuttle 114, cargo shuttle 114 may move forward or aft,
based on tension applied to forward drive shuttle belt
208. When moving forward or aft in a lifted or cargo-less
state, cargo shuttle 114 may glide over bushings 510
without or with few other friction contact points counter-
acting the movement of cargo shuttle 114. Specifically,
the bushing slide plates 410 of cargo shuttle 114 may
glide over bushings 510 without or with few other friction
contact points counteracting the movement of cargo
shuttle 114. In this way, bushing slide plates 410 may be
compared to a sled runner that slides across the top of
bushings 510. Bushings 510 may be coupled to the air-
craft floor beam and/or the composite floor panel 112.
Cargo 202 may be pulled across door conveyance rollers
306 and onto cargo shuttle 114 by the two shuttle power
drive units 308 (PDU) coupled to each cargo shuttle 114.
According to various embodiments, the aircraft may not

comprise a floor (i.e. composite floor panel 112) in its
cargo hold. Thus, the bushings 510 may be mounted to
the aircraft structure and the cargo shuttle 114 may glide
across the top of the floor beams such as on the bushings
510.
[0017] The aircraft floor beams 560 are covered by a
thin composite sheet, such as floor panel 112, giving the
cargo shuttle 114 operators a lightweight, easily main-
tained surface that is also capable of supporting the
weight of one or more adult humans. This closed floor
construction also facilitates quick assembly times in the
factory, and easy aircraft cleaning.
[0018] Bushings 510 may be made from various ma-
terials. For instance, bushings 510 may be made such
as an internally lubricated, acetal-based material such
as that sold under the trademark Turcite, and/or a ther-
moplastic, coated metals such as polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE) coated aluminum, etc. In response to hydraulic
oil being forced through the hydraulic piping 355 into the
hydraulic lift actuator 350, the bushing slide plate 410 is
forced downward (i.e., in the negative Z direction) against
the bushings 510. This force causes the top surface 214
of cargo shuttle 114 to lift upward (i.e., in the positive Z
direction), causing a cargo pallet (e.g., cargo 202) to be
lifted off the composite container support rails 222 and
224. Stated another way, in response to hydraulic oil be-
ing delivered by a hydraulic pump via the hydraulic piping
355, the volume of oil within the hydraulic lift actuator 350
is increased, forcing a portion of the lift actuator coupled
to the bushing slide plate 410 to move down (i.e., in the
negative Z direction) relative to the top surface 214 of
cargo shuttle 114 (See FIG. 6). In this way, the bushing
slide plate 410 is extended and the top surface 214 of
cargo shuttle 114 moves in the positive Z direction based
on contact with at least one of bushing 510 or floor panel
112. The cargo belt, such as the aft drive shuttle belt 106,
pulls that assembly across the floor. Location sensors
(not shown) such as proximity sensors housed on cargo
shuttle 114 may indicate that a desired proximity of cargo
shuttle 114 to cargo 202 is reached and/or determined.
[0019] Moreover, data from proximity sensors may be
used to detect and compensate for uneven cargo loads.
For example, in the event cargo 202 shifts to one portion
of cargo shuttle 114 or otherwise exerts more force on a
portion of cargo shuttle 114 relative to another, data from
proximity sensors may detect that one portion of cargo
shuttle 114 is not as far from floor panel 112 as one or
more other portions of cargo shuttle 114. In that regard,
where insufficient distance from floor panel 112 is
achieved, a controller 302 may command its associated
hydraulics to increase output to compensate for the un-
even load. According to various embodiments, the actu-
ators 350 may be commanded to be fully deployed, fully
retracted or various positions in between. Actuators 350
may not be sensitive to uneven loading as hydraulic ac-
tuators may be significantly more rigid than other systems
[0020] In that regard, in operation, cargo such as cargo
202 may be loaded onto cargo shuttle 114 at an aft po-
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sition, such as a position proximate aft shuttle drive unit
102. Cargo 202 may be positioned onto cargo shuttle
114 using power drive unit 308 and roller 306. During
loading of cargo 202, cargo shuttle 114 may be in contact
with floor panel 112. Once cargo 202 is suitably posi-
tioned on top of cargo shuttle 114 (where the phrase "on
top" in this context may refer to distance across the pos-
itive z direction), a control system (e.g., controller 302)
may instruct hydraulic actuator 304 to begin operation.
After the power drive unit 308 brakes are set, the cargo
shuttle 114 raises the cargo 202 off the support rails 224.
In the various embodiments, hydraulic actuators are uti-
lized to lift cargo shuttle 114. In various embodiments,
linear, electro-mechanical, or pneumatic actuators may
also be utilized. In response to the top surface 214 of
cargo shuttle 114 being lifted, the cargo shuttle 114 may
be moved laterally to a desired location, generally either
forward or rearward, moving cargo 202 to the desired
location. Once the cargo 202 is at the desired location,
the hydraulic pressure within the cargo shuttle 114 actu-
ators will be reduced, causing the top surface 214 of car-
go shuttle 114 to sink toward floor panel 112, lowering
cargo 202 onto support rails 224. In this way, the cargo
202 may lift apart from the top surface 214. Once cargo
202 has been set onto the support rails 222, cargo shuttle
114 may be moved from under the cargo 202 back to the
home position at the aircraft door to pick up its next load.
Cargo shuttle 114 may move as force is applied to aft
drive shuttle belt 106. In general, in this context the force
applied by forward shuttle drive unit 204 is greater than
aft shuttle drive unit 102. To move cargo shuttle 114 aft,
more force may be applied via aft shuttle drive unit 102
and may be greater than the force that is supplied by
forward shuttle drive unit 204. Cargo shuttle 116 may
move forward and aft in the same manner. Cargo shuttle
114, specifically, bushing slide plate 410 of cargo shuttle
114, may glide over one or more substantially stationary
bushings 510 when cargo shuttle 114 is moving forward
or aft. In this context, the phrase "lift apart" may refer to
movement of cargo shuttle 114 in the positive z direction.
[0021] A control system comprising, for example, a
processor and a tangible, non-transitory memory may be
configured to be in electrical and/or logical communica-
tion with controller 315. For example, the control system
may communicate with hydraulic lift actuator 350 via one
or more shuttle belts. The control system and/or control-
ler 315 may instruct the hydraulic lift actuator 350 to re-
tract, extend and to modulate the output hydraulic pres-
sure within the hydraulic lift system 301.
[0022] During operation of hydraulic lift actuator 350,
cargo 202 may lift apart from support rails 222. While
cargo 202 is lifted apart from floor panel 112, the forward
shuttle drive unit 204 may rotate its bobbin, causing for-
ward drive shuttle belt 208 to pull cargo shuttle 114 and
cargo 202 forward. Aft shuttle drive unit 102 may be al-
lowed to exert a low level drag force on aft drive shuttle
belt 106, thus allowing aft drive shuttle belt 106 to extend
in a forward direction. A low level drag force exerted by

aft drive shuttle belt 106 may prevent excessive cargo
201 velocity and may maintain stability in the event an
aircraft is not precisely level. Once cargo 202 is posi-
tioned in the aircraft at a desired position, the control
system may instruct the hydraulic actuator 304 to turn off
or lower the top surface 214 of cargo shuttle 114. In that
regard, due to loss of hydraulic pressure, the top surface
214 of cargo shuttle 114 may move in a negative z direc-
tion such that the cargo 202 contacts and comes to rest
on support rails 222. Thus, the cargo shuttle 114 e.g.,
the top surface 214 of cargo shuttle 114, may separate
from the cargo 202 as the cargo 202 is restrained from
motion in the negative z direction by support rails 222.
In this manner, cargo shuttle 114 may be brought aft to
load additional cargo 202. The aft shuttle drive unit 102
may rotate its bobbin, causing aft drive shuttle belt 106
to pull cargo shuttle 114 aft. Additional cargo 202 may
now be loaded and the process may proceed again.
[0023] According to various embodiments and with ref-
erence to FIGs. 7 and 8, a bushing cleaner system 700
is depicted. The bushing cleaner system 700 may be
integrally housed on and/or coupled to a cargo shuttle,
such as cargo shuttle 114 and/or cargo shuttle 116. Bush-
ing cleaner system 700 may be configured to clear dirt
and/or debris from collecting on the bushing 510. Dirt
and/or debris may cause premature wear on both of the
sliding surfaces associated with bushing 510. Bushing
cleaner system 700 may be configured to sweep the
bushing 510 clean before the cargo shuttle passes over
the bushing 510. Stated another way, the bushing clean-
er system 700 may be an automatic, pneumatic, hydrau-
lic or electric motor powered, sweeping system to brush
dirt and debris off the fiber reinforced slide bushings 510
before the cargo shuttle 114 passes over the bushings
510. Bushing cleaner system 700 may be configured to
brush the top surface of the bushing 510 in any desired
direction. Though it may be configured to sweep in any
desired direction, such as configured to brush debris in
the direction of travel of a cargo shuttle 114 according to
various embodiments, bushing cleaner system 700 is
configured to sweep the surface of bushing 510 in a di-
rection substantially perpendicular to the path of travel
of the aft drive shuttle belt 106 or aft drive shuttle belt
108. The direction of the movement of sweeping belt 740
may be reversible.
[0024] According to various embodiments, the bushing
cleaner system 700 may be a pulley driven bushing
cleaner system 700. Bushing cleaner system 700 may
comprise a drive motor 755, a drive pulley 710, a first
idler pulley 720, a second idler pulley 730 and a sweeping
belt 740. Drive pulley 710 may be a toothed sprocket.
Drive pulley 710 may comprise a channel configured to
drive a belt, such as sweeping belt 740. Bushing cleaner
system 700 may be positioned on and/or near a perimeter
of the cargo shuttle 114. In this way, the bushing 510
may be swept prior to the bushing slide plate 410 making
contact with bushing 510 (with brief reference to FIG. 5).
Thus, though it may be configured to sweep any desired
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width, the path of travel of sweeping belt 740 is generally
at least as wide as the surfaces of the bushing slide plate
410 and/or bushing 510 that are configured to interface.
[0025] The drive pulley 710 may be coupled to drive
motor 755 to rotate drive pulley 710 and, in turn, advance
sweeping belt 740 and/or rotation of the first idler pulley
720 and/or the second idler pulley 730. Drive motor 755
may be powered by any suitable power transfer system.
For instance, drive motor 755 may be powered by the
same power systems that power operation of cargo shut-
tle 114. In various embodiments, drive motor 755 may
be battery powered, such as by an induction charged
battery. The first idler pulley 720 and/or the second idler
pulley 730 may be configured for passive operation. In
this way, the first idler pulley 720 and/or the second idler
pulley 730 are configured to act as a guide for sweeping
belt 740 and place sweeping belt 740 under tension. In
this way, the outer diameters of drive pulley 710, first idler
pulley 720 and/or second idler pulley 730 are at least
partially oriented along a common plane. First idler pulley
720 may be located between drive pulley 710 and second
idler pulley 730.
[0026] According to various embodiments and with ref-
erence to FIG. 9A, the sweeping belt 740 may incorporate
brushing features on its outer surface to help to remove
dirt and/or debris from bushing 510. In this way, the
sweeping belt 740 comprises both sweeping features
and features to advance the sweeping belt 740. The
brushing features may comprise a plurality raised sur-
faces, such as raised surfaces 940, 945 separated by
gaps, such as a gap 943. In this way, the gaps and/or
raised surfaces may convey dirt and/or debris from a sur-
face of bushing 510 away from the surface of bushing
510. Raised surfaces may comprise rows of solid surfac-
es as depicted in FIG. 9A or rows of brushing bristles.
Raised surfaces may comprise other surface features
configured to push dirt and/or debris from a surface of
bushing 510. For instance and with brief reference to
FIG. 9B, raised surfaces may comprise a saw tooth pat-
tern, such as two raised V shaped portions 955 and 965
separated by a V shaped angled portion 963. The raised
surfaces of the saw tooth pattern may comprise a knife
edge.
[0027] The sweeping belt 740 may comprise features
configured to interface with one or more of a drive pulley
710, a first idler pulley 720, or a second idler pulley 730.
For instance, the interior diameter surface of sweeping
belt 740 may comprise belt teeth 930, 935 spaced by a
gap 933 configured to interface with sprocket teeth 910
of a drive pulley 710, a first idler pulley 720, or a second
idler pulley 730. For instance, the belt teeth 930, 935 may
be disposed on the internal diameter surface of the
sweeping belt 740. Sprocket teeth 910 may be disposed
on an outer diameter surface of the drive pulley 710, the
first idler pulley 720, or the second idler pulley 730. Ac-
cording to various embodiments, drive pulley 710 may
comprise a channel configured to house the sweeping
belt 740 by pressure fit (with brief reference to FIG. 9B

where the internal surface 937 of sweeping belt 740 is
relatively smooth and configured to interact with a smooth
channel 911 of drive pulley 710). In this way, sprocket
teeth and belt teeth are not employed. As the drive pulley
710 rotates, the sweeping belt 740 advances along its
path of travel rotating the first idler pulley 720 and/or the
second idler pulley 730.
[0028] According to various embodiments and with ref-
erence to FIG. 10, each cargo shuttle 114 and 116 may
comprise a plurality of bushing cleaner systems 700. A
cargo shuttle 114 may comprise a bushing cleaner sys-
tem 700 disposed on and/or near a forward and aft pe-
rimeter. A bushing cleaner system 700 may flank each
side of drive shuttle belt 106 on the forward and aft pe-
rimeter of the cargo shuttle 114. In this way, each cargo
shuttle 114 may comprise four bushing cleaner systems
700. This arrangement assists with sweeping clean each
fiber reinforced, self-lubricating polymer bushing 510 be-
fore the cargo shuttle 114 passes across them, helping
to extend the durability of the sliding interfaces.
[0029] Though bushing cleaner system 700 is de-
scribed herein as being used with a belt driven cargo
shuttle 114 it should be appreciated that self-driven cargo
shuttle 114 may also benefit from bushing cleaner sys-
tems 700. Moreover, though bushing cleaner system 700
is described herein as being used with a cargo shuttle
114, the concepts described herein are applicable to any
sliding apparatus configured to slidably travel down a fric-
tion path or track.
[0030] Benefits, other advantages, and solutions to
problems have been described herein with regard to spe-
cific embodiments. Furthermore, the connecting lines
shown in the various figures contained herein are intend-
ed to represent exemplary functional relationships and/or
physical couplings between the various elements. It
should be noted that many alternative or additional func-
tional relationships or physical connections may be
present in a practical system. However, the benefits, ad-
vantages, solutions to problems, and any elements that
may cause any benefit, advantage, or solution to occur
or become more pronounced are not to be construed as
critical, required, or essential features or elements of the
disclosure. The scope of the disclosure is accordingly to
be limited by nothing other than the appended claims, in
which reference to an element in the singular is not in-
tended to mean "one and only one" unless explicitly so
stated, but rather "one or more." Moreover, where a
phrase similar to "at least one of A, B, or C" is used in
the claims, it is intended that the phrase be interpreted
to mean that A alone may be present in an embodiment,
B alone may be present in an embodiment, C alone may
be present in an embodiment, or that any combination
of the elements A, B and C may be present in a single
embodiment; for example, A and B, A and C, B and C,
or A and B and C. Different cross-hatching is used
throughout the figures to denote different parts but not
necessarily to denote the same or different materials.
[0031] Systems, methods and apparatus are provided
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herein. In the detailed description herein, references to
"one embodiment", "an embodiment", "various embodi-
ments", etc., indicate that the embodiment described
may include a particular feature, structure, or character-
istic, but every embodiment may not necessarily include
the particular feature, structure, or characteristic. More-
over, such phrases are not necessarily referring to the
same embodiment. Further, when a particular feature,
structure, or characteristic is described in connection with
an embodiment, it is submitted that it is within the knowl-
edge of one skilled in the art to affect such feature, struc-
ture, or characteristic in connection with other embodi-
ments whether or not explicitly described. After reading
the description, it will be apparent to one skilled in the
relevant art(s) how to implement the disclosure in alter-
native embodiments.
[0032] Furthermore, the terms "comprises", "compris-
ing", or any other variation thereof, are intended to cover
a non-exclusive inclusion, such that a process, method,
article, or apparatus that comprises a list of elements
does not include only those elements but may include
other elements not expressly listed or inherent to such
process, method, article, or apparatus.

Claims

1. A cargo management system comprising:

a cargo shuttle (114, 116) having a slide bushing
(510) opposite a top surface (214, 216);
a drive pulley (710); and
a sweeping belt (740) coupled to the drive pulley.

2. The cargo management system of claim 1, further
comprising a floor panel (112) having a plurality of
bushings disposed beneath the cargo shuttle.

3. The cargo management system of claim 2, wherein
the plurality of bushings are self-lubricating polymer
bushings.

4. The cargo management system of claim 2, wherein
the cargo shuttle is adapted to move forward or aft
over the plurality of bushings.

5. The cargo management system of claim 4, wherein
the sweeping belt is adapted to move in a direction
perpendicular to forward or aft-ward.

6. The cargo management system of claim 2, 3, 4 or 5
wherein the sweeping belt is configured to remove
at least one of dirt or debris from a surface of the at
least one of the plurality of bushings.

7. The cargo management system of any of claims 2
to 6, wherein an interior surface of the sweeping belt
is configured to interface with an outer diameter sur-

face of the drive pulley and an outer surface of the
sweeping belt is configured to interface with the plu-
rality of bushings.

8. The cargo management system of any preceding
claim, further comprising at least one of a first idler
pulley (720) and a second idler pulley (730).

9. The cargo management system of any preceding
claim, wherein the cargo shuttle comprises a first
plurality of sweeping belts disposed on an aft perim-
eter and wherein the cargo shuttle comprises a sec-
ond plurality of sweeping belts disposed on a forward
perimeter.

10. The cargo management system of any preceding
claim, wherein a sweeping belt outer surface com-
prises a saw tooth pattern.

11. A slide bushing supported cargo shuttle comprising:

a housing (210);
a bushing slide plate (410), wherein the bushing
slide plate is extendable from the housing;
a top surface (214, 216);
a drive pulley (710); and
a sweeping belt (740) coupled to the drive pulley,
wherein an interior surface of the sweeping belt
is configured to interface with an outer diameter
surface of the drive pulley and an outer surface
of the sweeping belt comprises raised surfaces.

12. The slide bushing supported cargo shuttle of claim
11, wherein the top surface is adapted to contact a
cargo bottom surface.

13. The slide bushing supported cargo shuttle of claim
11 or 12, wherein the bushing slide plate is config-
ured to interact with a plurality of bushings (510) dis-
posed in a floor panel beneath the slide bushing sup-
ported cargo shuttle.

14. The slide bushing supported cargo shuttle of claim
13, wherein the sweeping belt is configured to re-
move at least one of dirt or debris from a surface of
the at least one of the plurality of bushings.

15. The slide bushing supported cargo shuttle of any of
claims 11 to 14, further comprising at least one of a
first idler pulley (720) and a second idler pulley (730).
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